An emerging trend in developing large and complex applications on today's high-performance computers is to couple independent components into a comprehensive application. The components may employ the global file system to exchange their data when executing the application. In order to reduce the time required for input/output (I/O) data exchange and data transfer in the coupled systems or other applications, this article proposes a dynamic process migration mechanism on the basis of block access pattern similarity for utilizing the local file cache to exchange the data. We first introduce the scheme of the block access counting diagram to profile the process access pattern during a time period on the storage server. Next, we propose an algorithm that compares the access patterns of processes running on different computing nodes. Last, processes are migrated in order to group processes with similar access patterns. Consequently, the processes on the computing node can exchange their data by accessing the local file cache, instead of the global file system.
INTRODUCTION
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Specifically, the noticeable issue arises from the study area of data I/O in highperformance computing: The I/O transfer time needed for exchanging data among processes belonging to the same application depends on both the affinity of the processes and the locations of processes [Jeannot et al. 2014] . That is to say, if two processes are located on the same node, then both of them can exchange data by using the local file cache. As a consequence, the time required for exchanging data by using the local file can be considerably reduced, compared to exchanging the data via the parallel file system.
In other words, preserving data locality by placing the computation tasks close to their required data is crucial for performance in large clusters, because the slow data rate on the disk and the network bisection bandwidth become a bottleneck [Dean and Ghemawat 2008] . In order to reduce the cost of inter-process communication (i.e., Message Passing Interface (MPI) communication [MPI 2012] ), many studies have focused on binding processes to the proper computing nodes [Chen et al. 2006; Mercier and Jeannot 2011] . These mechanisms make sense if and only if the binding process knows the communication pattern of the application (i.e., which process communicates with which process).
However, many problems in science and engineering can be solved by coupling interacting models, which may result in several independent/semi-independent models for handling the different steps. For example, in modeling long-term global climate, the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) includes an atmosphere model, an ocean model, a sea-ice model, and a land-surface model [Hack et al. 2006] . On the other side, these models have been separately developed by different researchers, thus, they may present distinct behaviors deriving from their interdisciplinary essence and from their computation flow in the algorithms [Larson et al. 2005; Valcke et al. 2012] . As a result, the processes belonging to the different models do not have the information about where to send/get their output/input data. For this reason, this kind of application commonly leverages the global file system for exchanging the data. But, disk-based data I/O operations not only slow down the execution of the application but also place pressure to the file system. This article proposes a mechanism that analyzes the I/O transfers of a distributed application and dynamically migrates processes between computing nodes, for the purpose of improving the locality of I/O accesses. Therefore, instead of using the distributed file system, processes can exchange data via the local file cache on the computing node, which can reduce the cost of data transfers. In this mechanism, we first employ the newly proposed scheme of block access counting diagram to profile the access pattern on the storage server for each process; then we compute the access pattern similarity of two processes. Depending on their similarity, some of the processes may then be dynamically migrated to other computing nodes in order to enhance the locality of I/O accesses and to yield a better system performance. In brief, this article makes the following two contributions:
(1) On the storage server side, we propose the techniques of block access counting diagram and N-compressed access counting diagram to classify block access patterns in a certain period with a per-process granularity. The access patterns are then compared in order to estimate the pattern similarity of two processes. (2) We also propose a novel scheme to perform process migration based on the similarity of access patterns. This migration strategy groups processes with similar access patterns together to optimize the data locality and thus maximize the usage of the local file cache. As a consequence, besides accelerating the I/O operations, the data rate of the I/O subsytem is greatly improved.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: The related work regarding process migration is described in Section 2. The design and implementation details of this newly proposed process migration mechanism are illustrated in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the evaluation methodology and discusses experimental results. At last, we make concluding remarks in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Many previous studies have focused on process migration, block access pattern-based I/O optimization, and the coupling tools for independent models: Dynamic Process Migration: The mechanism of dynamic process migration by using the checkpoint/restart facility is widely used for a variety of purposes:
(1) Dynamic processes migration for balancing workloads. C. Du and X. Sun et al. proposed a dynamic scheduling mechanism that takes migration cost and other conventional influential factors into account to boost system performance in a shared, heterogeneous environment [Du et al. 2007 ]. L. Pilla and C. Ribeiro et al. have introduced a novel hierarchical load-balancing mechanism by adopting dynamic process migration, to enhance the performance of applications on parallel multi-core systems [Pilla et al. 2012] .
(2) Dynamic processes migration for achieving fault tolerance. Checkpoint/restart is the most popular technique in high-performance computing to offer high availability and reliability. It is simple and effective enough in situations where the failures do not occur frequently. The fundamental principle of checkpoint/restart is to periodically save the state of the target process. If, for some reason, the process crashes, then the most recent checkpointed state is read and the process execution restarts from there [Liao 2012] . Although the idea of checkpoint/restart is quite straightforward, it adopts many variants in the specified application contexts [Meneses et al. 2015; Dong et al. 2011] .
Especially, with the emerging of virtualization techniques [Williams et al. 2012 ], various virtual machine replication and migration approaches have been introduced. L. Cheng and C. Wang have proposed a new I/O virtualization approach called vBalance to substantially boost the I/O performance for Symmetric MultiProcessing (SMP) virtual machines [Cheng and Wang 2012] . This approach is a cross-layer solution to speedup I/O operations by migrating interrupts from a preempted vCPU to a running one. Through migrating operating systems running services with liveness constraints in a virtual machine, it is possible to rapidly move the interactive workloads within clusters and data centers and then reach the targets of load balancing and fault tolerance [Clark et al. 2005] .
In addition, in order to enhance the communication performance among the MPI processes in multi-core clusters, E. Jeannot and G. Mercier et al. have proposed algorithms that place MPI processes on computing nodes according to their communication patterns. That is to say, the processes that communicate a lot with each other are allocated on the same or nearby nodes. The overhead of inter-process MPI communication is thus greatly decreased [Mercier and Jeannot 2011; Jeannot et al. 2014] . P. Michaud et al. have proposed a thread migration mechanism that is able to maximize system performance for ensuring the necessary thread migrations on the basis of a temperature constraint [Michaud et al. 2007 ]. Q. Chen and M. Guo have presented an adaptive scheme of task scheduling on the basis of workloads for asymmetric multicore architectures [Chen and Guo 2014] . There are also some tools for profiling the MPI communications at runtime to offer the basic information to perform possible optimization [Tikir et al. 2009; Fuerlinger et al. 2010] .
Active Storage Systems and Other Intelligent Storage Systems: The active storage system is aimed at I/O bound applications that involve fundamentally independent data sets [Piernas-Canovas and Nieplocha 2010] . It takes advantage of the underutilized computing resources in the storage servers and supports migrating the processes from computing nodes to the proper storage nodes [Piernas et al. 2007; Xie et al. 2016] . As a result, the processes can be executed on the storage nodes by using a large amount of data without any data transfers between the computing nodes and storage nodes, for achieving better system performance. However, the migrated processes are likely to use certain restricted kernel functions offered by the computing nodes in some cases, and, because of resource limitations on storage nodes, it might be impossible to execute this kind of tasks on the storage nodes. Furthermore, direct access to the storage nodes is not generally allowed in real-world production environments for security reasons [Zheng et al. 2013] .
To offer intelligent storage services for different I/O intensive workflows, L. Costa et al. have presented a mechanism to enable making runtime system configuration decisions, including chunk size and caching policies, in a storage system to speedup I/O processing in the case of specified application context [Costa et al. 2014] . Z. Gong have introduced a high-performance parallel I/O middleware for large-scale HPC applications to yield user-transparent layout optimization for scientific workflows, on the basis of access patterns of the applications [Gong 2013 ].
Block Access Patterns-Based I/O Optimization: In order to yield better I/O performance, there are also substantive optimization strategies that employ the information about block access patterns on the storage nodes or the local file server. Z. Li and Y. Zhou et al. proposed a data-mining approach called C-miner to explore block correlations in the file server on a local machine so the file system can make use of the discovered block correlations for guiding I/O optimization strategies, such as data prefetching or data movement [Li et al. 2004] . Similarly, S. Jiang et al. have implemented DiskSeen, which employs a frequent sequence-based pattern modeling technique to classify block access pattern, and both temporal and spatial correlations of block access events have been taken into account for improving the sequentiality of disk accesses and overall prefetching performance [Ding et al. 2007; Jiang et al. 2013] . J. He et al. have proposed file re-organization on the basis of logical I/O patterns, which occur in the computing nodes for expediting the I/Os [He et al. 2013] .
Moreover, we have proposed and implemented a server-side prefetching mechanism in distributed file systems in our previous work [Liao et al. 2015] , which takes into account the regularity of the block access events that occur on storage servers. This I/O optimization scheme utilizes the block access patterns to direct prefetching data on the storage nodes. Then the prefetched data are proactively forwarded to the client node to speed up the execution of the applications running on the resource-limited computing nodes (i.e., client nodes) and to boost I/O data throughput.
Coupling mechanisms for separated models or applications. The Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT) [Larson et al. 2005 ] is a library providing routines and datatypes for creating a coupled system and mainly used in the CCSM. Hereafter, S. Valcke et al. [2012] have summarized major coupling technologies used in Earth System Modeling, and their article shows common features of the existing coupling approaches including the functionality to communicate and re-grid data. Moreover, the OASIS coupler is another typical related work that is able to process synchronized exchanges of coupling information generated by different components of the climate system, and the separate coupler mediates communication among the components [Valcke et al. 2006] . However, these coupling tools require us to modify the source codes of applications to use their specific interfaces. That is to say, they cannot keep the transparency to the application users and fail to offer a general solution to all cases.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We propose a novel mechanism that dynamically migrates processes from one computing node to another to effectively use the local file cache on the computing node. The decision to migrate a process to another computing node is done according to the similarity of the block I/O access patterns of the computing processes. Figure 1 gives an overview of the dynamic process migration mechanism, when the processes that run on different computing nodes have heavy I/O data dependency. The storage servers regularly compare the I/O access patterns of client computing processes. If two processes have similar access patterns, then the storage server triggers the migration of one process so it is placed near the process that has a similar access pattern. By improving the data locality, some of the I/O requests can be processed at the local file cache, which reduces the cost of I/O data transfer.
To put this mechanism to work, we propose a scheme of the Access Counting Diagram to profile the block access patterns of processes, which are used to estimate the pattern similarity. After that, a checkpoint/restart mechanism is employed to migrate a process, so the processes that have similar access patterns share the same computing node.
Classifying Access Patterns
We have designed a mechanism for characterizing the I/O access pattern of processes. This mechanism runs on the storage nodes that receive requests for blocks of data from clients file systems running on multiple nodes. Since a client file system can be solicited by multiple processes, we employ a piggybacking mechanism that has been implemented in our previous work [Liao et al. 2015 ] to characterize access patterns on a per-process basis. The sequences of I/O requests of each process are then stored as an Access Counting Diagram for further analysis.
3.1.1. Piggybacking Mechanism. Figure 2 illustrates the piggyback mechanism, in which the client file system is responsible for keeping extra information about the process and client file system. After that, it piggybacks the extra information with the relevant client I/O request and then sends them to the corresponding storage server. On the other hand, the storage server parses the request to separate the piggybacked information and the real I/O request from the client request. In addition to forwarding the I/O request to the low-level file system, the storage server also records the disk I/O access event with the piggybacked information about the process identifier, and so on. As a result, the storage server makes a record for each block access event along with the information piggybacked by the corresponding client I/O request, and then it is possible to profile block access patterns belonging to a specific process. 1 3.1.2. Profiling Block Access Patterns. To model the block access pattern for a specific process and then benefit to matching patterns exactly and quickly, we propose an approach using a space-time diagram called the Access Counting Diagram. Both temporal and spatial correlations of block access events have been taken into consideration in this approach. Figure 3 illustrates the basic idea of the proposed space-time diagram for profiling block access patterns. In all sub-figures, the X-axis indicates the time periods split with a fixed interval; and the Y-axis represents the range of accessed blocks. All the access tracks that occurred in the time window (t0 to t6 in the figure) are represented as points in Figure 3(a) . Then, Figure 3 (b) counts the block access events in each grid, and a two-dimensional array, that is, a matrix is used to represent the access pattern relevant to a process in the designated time period, that is, time window.
Because a process may access a huge amount of blocks, the size of the pattern array may become quite large. To reduce the size of the pattern array for quickly matching the block access patterns, we propose the N-compressed counting scheme, which can coarsen N × N grids into a big one and sum the values in the grids. Figure 3(c) shows an example of the 2-compressed counting conversion of Figure 3(b) . In this case, the number of elements in the matrix is reduced from 36 to 9. As a result, the time needed for matching patterns is decreased to a great extent, though it may introduce less accuracy in pattern matching. Section 4 discusses the impact of scaling the value of N in the compressed counting scheme.
Computing Access Pattern Similarity
For estimating the degree of data dependency of two processes running on different computing nodes, we introduce the notion of pattern similarity. Equation (1) summarizes the algorithm that computes the similarity score of two block access patterns. The patterns are represented as two matrices having m× n elements (i.e., m time intervals and n block ranges). A similarity score close to 1.0 indicates a high similarity and that the two processes frequently access the same blocks of data,
where A m×n and B m×n mean the two involved matrices; |A i, j − B i, j | represents the absolute difference of two integers, that is, A i, j and B i, j , which are two corresponding elements in the different matrices; and Max event is a pre-defined integer value and set as the maximum number of block access events in the grid element by default.
As mentioned before, we keep the original access counting diagram and the compressed access counting diagram to compare the access pattern of processes. Therefore, the comparison algorithm first computes the similarity scores of the coarse-grained diagrams in order to promptly detect and discard the processes that have dissimilar access patterns. The fine-grained similarity is then computed only if the coarse-grained similarity is greater than a pre-defined threshold. The default value of the similarity threshold is fixed at 0.90. To put it in other words, there are two steps in calculating the access pattern similarity: -Step 1: The algorithm computes the similarity between two compressed access counting matrices. If the value of μ is larger than a pre-defined threshold, that is, a similarity threshold, then it continues to
Step 2 for a fine-grained check. Otherwise, it stops and returns false, which means the result of "no similarity." -Step 2: The algorithm conducts the pattern similarity computation between two original access counting matrices. When the value of μ is greater than the predefined threshold, it stops and returns true, which indicates the result of "having similarity"; otherwise, it returns false, which stands for "no similarity."
Dynamic Process Migration
This section discusses the details about dynamic process migration by using the MPI communication facility, as well as the checkpoint/restart mechanism.
3.3.1. Triggering Migration. When a storage server detects two processes having similar block access patterns, it triggers the migration of a process for grouping the processes on the same computing node. Consequently, the two processes can use the local file cache on the client file system for exchanging intermediate data rather than pulling/pushing the data from/to the storage nodes.
For the purpose of selecting a process to be migrated and choosing the destination node for the migrated process, the storage server first summaries the patterns' scales, according to Equation (2). These scales aggregate the number of I/O requests that were issued by a process over a period of time. Then, the storage server calculates the pattern similarity between the pattern having the largest scale and the patterns of the other processes running on other computing nodes according to Equation (1). If the storage server does not find a matched one, then the process having the second-largest scale is selected and the server searches for a process that matches it. This algorithm is repeated until all the processes have been traversed. As a result, the found process(es) are migrated to the destination computing node(s),
where A m×n represents the matrix of access pattern and A i, j is the matrix element. Certain policies can be used for exploring the process to be migrated. For instance, periodical scanning conducted by the storage server tries to find the target processes to be migrated, and this policy is currently used in our design.
We have also studied the time complexity of the proposed matching algorithm for a process-pair: It creates a time-space counting graph, that is, the matrix having a fixed number of grid elements. Then it computes the similarity for two matrices, which indicates its time complexity is O(1), because the number of elements in the matrix is a constant due to configuration. Consider that we have a total of n processes of application on the computing nodes; the newly proposed scheme will require O(n 2 ) matching operations to find the targeted migration process(es) in a round of routine scans on the storage node.
However, the time complexity of O(n 2 ) cannot work effectively for large-scale applications, which may have more than thousands of processes. To address this issue, we provide a configurable policy to compare only m (a configurable variable of m << n) processes, which have heavy I/O communications with the storage servers, for discovering processes to be migrated. That is because migrating the processes having fewer I/O workloads cannot benefit I/O system performance as expected. As a result, the proposed matching algorithm with the configurable policy needs O(nlogn + m 2 ) operations, and the first part is needed for sorting the processes according to their total numbers of block access events in the specified period (i.e., pattern's scales); the second part is required for finding a matched process among m selected processes. In brief, we conclude that when m is much smaller than n, the expected time complexity of the proposed mechanism is O(nlogn).
3.3.2. Migrating Process. The checkpoint/restart facility is utilized to perform the process migration. Figure 4 shows the interaction between the two involved computing nodes for completing the migration.
On the source computing node, the client file system first sends a message for building a connection state with the destination node, so both nodes are ready for conducting the process migration. Then, the client file system sends the consistent image of the targeted process after certain synchronization operations. On the destination computing node, the client file system restarts the stopped process when it has received the image of the targeted process. Consequently, the migrated process can continue running on the destination computing node and is able to use the local file cache on the node for exchanging data with other processes running on the same node, which have the similar access pattern.
Note that the migration requires that the destination node has enough memory for hosting the migrated process. Thus, we configured the file system to abandon the migration when the size of the checkpointed state is bigger than a pre-defined threshold, for example, one fourth of the memory capacity in our experiments.
Implementation
Regarding the functionality of process migration, we have integrated the MPICH2 library [MPI 2012 ] with the transparent kernel-level checkpoint/restart library implemented in our previous work [Liao 2012 ] after certain modifications on the checkpoint/restart library, according to the idea presented in Wang et al. [2008] . Thus, we can save the consistent state of the process running on the source node, and transfer the process image to the destination computing node by using MPI communication facilities, in order to resume the execution of the migrated process.
Moreover, we have implemented the newly proposed mechanism in the PARTE file system, which has been implemented from scratch in C and runs in the Linux environment [Liao and Ishikawa 2012] . The implementation has three modules running at the user level:
-partmds running on a specified server node. The module of active metadata server, which offers metadata services for client file systems and storage servers. -parteost running on the storage nodes. The module of storage server that manages real file data. Moreover, it is in charge of profiling block access patterns, computing pattern similarity, and issuing the command of process migration periodically. -partecfs running on the computing nodes. The module of the client file system has been designed and implemented based on FUSE [FUS 2010] . The client file system supports caching and managing for the cached data by employing the least recently used (LRU) policy. Furthermore, the client file system calls the checkpoint/restart library to fulfill dynamic process migration, after receiving the commands from the storage servers.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
This section describes the experimental methodology for evaluating the proposed migration mechanism and then presents the experimental results. 4.1. Experimental Setup 4.1.1. Experimental Platform. Two clusters were used for carrying out the experiments: Tthe active metadata server and four storage servers were deployed on the 5 nodes of Cluster I, and all the client file systems were located on the 16 computing nodes of Cluster II. Both clusters are equipped with MPICH2-1.4.1, and connected with a 10GigE Ethernet. Table I shows the specifications of the nodes of both clusters.
Comparison Counterparts and Benchmarks.
Because there is no related work that migrates ongoing processes on the basis of I/O workloads, we used the PARTE distributed file system with the following three configurations to run the benchmarks: -Pattern-Based Migration, which is the distributed file system equipped with the proposed mechanism. It supports dynamic process migration according to the block access patterns. At first, the processes are allocated to the computing nodes by following the fashion of round-robin. But the processes can be migrated to other computing nodes during the execution. We run the Pattern-Based Migration scheme with different time windows. Namely, Time win is configured as 256 block access events or 512 block access events, we respectively label them as Pattern-Based Migration+256, which is used by default, and Pattern-Based Migration+512. -Non-Migration, which does not enable process migration. The processes are bound to the computing nodes according to the round-robin fashion, and they are never migrated to other nodes. -Optimal Static Placement, which is similar to the Non-Migration scheme, as it does not support process migration. The processes are statically allocated to the computing nodes, on the basis of their data dependency, after analyzing the source codes of benchmarks [Mercier and Clet-Ortega 2009] . In other words, the processes in a process-pair are mapped to the same computing nodes to enable exchanging their data by using the local file cache. Note that this scheme is not a general solution, as it must understand the data dependency among the processes, and the placement of processes never change during the life cycle. That requires the analyis of the source codes of applications or that the application users offers the dependency information. This comparison counterpart is leveraged to demonstrate the gain/loss in a global scale resulting from our proposed Pattern-Based Migration scheme. Because we have modified the source codes of mpiio test to emulate varied data dependency among the processes, we use this scheme while executing the benchmark of the mpi-io test.
Moreover, several benchmarks and applications were selected to run on the abovementioned storage systems to evaluate the applicability of the proposed process migration mechanism. All the selected applications are scheduled to continuously run three rounds.
-mpi-io test, which is constructed on top of MPI I/O calls and used to gather timing information for reading from and writing to file(s) using a variety of I/O profile Molteni [2003] . In this experiment, it is coupled with the LETKF, which is a state-of-the-art approach to data assimilation [Hunt et al. 2007] . LETKF reads the output data from SPEEDY and then carries out the data assimilation. After that, the output results of LETKF are read by SPEEDY as the input data for continuing the next cycle of simulation.
4.1.3. Parameter Settings. In the PARTE file system, the block size of the system is 64KB, and the size of local file cache on the computing node was configured to 64MB (thus, the client file system can cache up to 1024 blocks of data), for which the LRU replacement policy was used to replace cache blocks. The default value of Max event was the maximum value of counting numbers among all grids in the access counting diagram. We set the size of grid as 32 × 8, which means each grid may have a 32-block range and there are 8 time intervals in a pattern (Figure 3 shows with 8 × 6). The value of N in the compressed access counting diagram was set to 2 by default. For each process, we keep the latest three-block access patterns which are used for calculating the pattern similarity. In each round of scan, 1 process is fixed to be migrated when the corresponding process running on another computing node has been found. Besides, we compare all involved processes to explore a possible matched pair of processes in our evaluation experiments, since the total number of processes is not large in the tests.
There are also several pre-defined values for computing the pattern similarity in the experiments, according to the size of local file cache. The number of block access events, that is, the time window of Time win , is relevant to the size of the local file cache, we recommend to set the number between the range of [Size cache /Size block , 2 × Size cache /Size block ]. In other words, the larger time window indicates finding more accurate pattern similarity, and this can reduce the number of unnecessary migrations. However, it requires more time for estimating the similarity, and it might not perform process migrations, even when both processes have data dependency in reality. The storage servers calculated pattern similarity for the processes when they have completed 2 × Time win block access events from the previous stage. The experiments of running mpi-io test, and SSCA #3 have evaluated the proposed mechanism having different values of T ime win . Furthermore, in the case study of real-world application, we have also changed the value of the pre-defined similarity threshold, the value of N for the compressed access counting scheme, and the number of block access events used for profiling the access pattern, respectively, in the case study. Because we conducted the experiments when the Time win are 256 and 512, respectively, but the results are almost same, we set the value of time window as 256 by default in the case study. The experimental results have illustrated the effectiveness with different level of triggers, and relevant results are reported in this section, as well.
Experimental Results
This section aims to disclose the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism, through running the selected benchmarks, as well as SPEEDY-LETKF, the real-world coupled application.
Results of mpi-io Test.
In our tests, we executed the benchmark with 64 MPI processes (4 MPI processes per computing node) that read or write one shared 16GB file. That is to say, each process p i accesses the (i + 16 j)th segment at call j, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 15, generating a fully sequential access pattern. Since the processes read the pieces of data written by the different processes in the different rounds of execution, we present the experimental results in the different rounds, separately. Figures 5(a) , (b), and (c) present the experimental results of read data throughput, and Figures 5(d) , (e), and (f) report the write data throughput in the different rounds of execution, when the size of segment varies from each other, and the number of client nodes is fixed as 16 (i.e., 64 MPI processes). In the same way, Figures 6(a)-(f) show the I/O data rate, when the number of client nodes varies from 1 node to 16 nodes, but the size of the segment is fixed at 64KB.
The experimental results show that the newly proposed mechanism improves the I/O data rate by 14.3-76.6%, in contrast to the Non-Migration scheme, because the proposed mechanism of block access pattern-based process migration can indeed dynamically reallocate the processes to the client nodes, on which there are processes with similar access patterns. Consequently, the processes are able to exchange their data by using the local file cache, instead of accessing the data through a storage server.
Further, the results reported in Figures 5 and 6 confirm that Pattern-Based Migration works well when the access pattern changes during the execution. In the first round, the Optimal Placement scheme (that binds optimally the processes for the first round) outperforms the Pattern-Based Migration scheme and Non-Migration (that placees the processes in the round-robin fashion). This is because, for the first round, the Optimal Placement binds the processes according to their data dependency, and the processes can exchange their data through the local file cache. Although the Pattern-Based Migration can dynamically migrate the processes for the same purpose, the migration causes an overhead that prevents this strategy from achieving the same performance as the Optimal Placement strategy. On the other hand, when the access pattern has changed in the second round and the third round of execution, the Optimal Static Placement scheme works like Non-Migration, and the processes have to use the global file system for exchanging their data. For these rounds, the Pattern-Based Migration strategy is able to dynamically adapt the placement of processes, and it achieves the same performance as for the first round. Pattern-Based Migration thus outperforms the other strategies by up to around 70%.
Another interesting clue revealed in Figures 5 and 6 , is that Pattern-Based Migration+256 slightly outperforms Pattern-Based Migration+512. This is because the smaller time window indicates less time for disclosing a matched process pair, and then the process migration can be conducted a little earlier in our selected benchmark. However, it is possible to perform incorrect migrations when the time window is too small, even though this did not occur in our experiments.
4.2.2. Results of SSCA #3. In this series of experiments, the benchmark was configured with a scale factor of 6 and a dialed grid size of 4 × 4 × 4 = 64 images on a single computing node, using the shared file system for storing the data. The size of the formed image is 1492 × 2286 Bytes, which means every node has to process 208MB of data, and all 16 client nodes run the same jobs. We did not analyze the source codes of SSCA #3, so the Optimal Placement scheme has not been used in this experiment. Since the SSCA #3 benchmark does not change its access pattern in the different rounds of execution, the average statistics over the three rounds of execution are reported. Figures 7(a) and (b) reports the read data throughput and write data throughput that were measured during the execution. Figure 7 (c) presents the system performance by the measurements of the overall data throughput and the total execution time. From the reported results, we conclude that the proposed scheme of block access pattern-based process migration can effectively enhance the I/O data throughput by 42.7% compared to Non-Migration and reduce the application runtime time by 14.8%. Besides, note that the two selected sizes of the time window adopted by the proposed mechanism do not make any significant performance difference in this experiment.
Case Study of SPEEDY-LETKF .
Because the first cycle of the SPEEDY-LETKF is the initialization cycle, and the access pattern does not change during the different cycles of execution, we run it with two cycles in each test, and we only report the results of the second cycle. In the tests, we set each LETKF ensemble member to have 16 parallel processes. That indicates that the number of SPEEDY processes is the number of LETKF ensemble members multiplied by 16. The SPEEDY processes are initially allocated from client node 0 to 15, following the round-robin, and the LETKF processes are placed from client node 15 to node 0, following the round-robin, as well. The SPEEDY model executes 1-month integration and outputs the simulation results after the computation. The size of input data for the SPEEDY model is around 4.1MB, and the size of its output data, which is then read by the LETKF model, is 12.6MB. Furthermore, in order to explore the impact of different similarity thresholds and the value of N in the compressed matrix, on the system performance, we have also executed the benchmark with diverse settings of these parameters. As Pattern-Based Migration+256 and Pattern-Based Migration+512 have yielded the similar results in our experiments, only Pattern-Based Migration+256 has been used in this case study and was labeled as Pattern-Based Migration by default. In this case study, we first measured the time required for running the application; next, we analyze the breakdown time; and, last, the results in terms of I/O data throughput are presented.
Time required for running the application. We measured the time required for executing the SPEEDY-LETKF application using the Pattern-Based Migration and Non-Migration strategies in the storage system. In the experiments, we scaled the number of ensemble LETKF from 1 to 10, which indicates there are totally 16 to 160 processes for each kind of model. Figure 8 reports the time consumed for running the application benchmark utilizing the aforementioned two schemes. In particular, we employed the different scales of similarity and the value of N in the Compressed Access Counting scheme. As the figure shows, the proposed mechanism can significantly reduce the time needed for running the application, compared to the Non-Migration mechanism. In order to analyze more precisely the execution time of SPEEDY-LETKF, when using Pattern-Based Migration, we have conducted a breakdown analysis of the execution time. Figure 9 illustrates the results of time distribution. We conclude that the shorter execution time obtained when using Pattern-Based Migration is due to the I/O operations that are performed faster since the time required by computation remains the same. For example, when the size of ensemble instances is 10 (160 processes in total) in the test case, Pattern-Based Migration only needs around a quarter of the I/O time consumed by Non-Migration to perform the pattern-based migrations, as well as the requested I/O operations.
Another interesting clue shown in Figures 8 and 9 is the impact of the similarity threshold, and the different value of N in the Compressed Access Counting scheme. Although varying N does not impact the performance significantly in the evaluation, the different scales of similarity threshold indeed play a role in performance fluctuations. When there are few processes, lower similarity thresholds achieve the best performance, whereas the performance obtained with higher similarity thresholds is improved as the number of processes grows. This is because the lower scale of similarity threshold requires less time for finding a matched pattern but has a higher probability to migrate the process to the node that is not be the best choice. Therefore, it may work well when there are only a few processes, but the results are not that good when there are a large number of processes.
I/O Data Throughput. We have also measured the I/O data throughput when running the test case. Figure 10 shows the data throughput of the two selected comparison strategies. The results show that the Pattern-Based Migration strategy improves the I/O data throughput by up to 236.6% compared to the Non-Migration scheme.
In summary, SPEEDY-LETKF communicates between processes in a pairwise fashion that indicates that the data written by a SPEEDY process is then read by the corresponding LETKF process. Consequently, the time required for exchanging the data between two kinds of processes can be remarkably reduced and the data rate can be significantly improved, when both of them are allocated in the same computing node, and the local file cache on the node is used for data exchange.
Overhead Analysis.
The evaluation has shown that the pattern-based dynamical process migration can effectively and practically improve the performance for different workloads, but it is also necessary to measure the overhead caused the migration scheme we propose. In fact, in addition to conducing the process migration, the proposed mechanism also needs to analyze the block access events to profile the patterns, and computing the pattern similarity for triggering migration. This section evaluates the overhead caused by the migration of the processes between computing nodes, as well as the overhead.
Overhead on process migration. Table II reports the overhead caused by the migration of processes, when running the benchmarks with default settings. Namely, the value of Time win is 256 block access events, and the value of Similarity is 0.9. Because the processes in the selected benchmarks have heavy data dependency, nearly half the processes have been migrated to other nodes. However, the results show that the overhead of the migration overhead is not high. For instance, SPEEDY-LETKF running 160 processes in total consumed 2.7s of downtime for process migrations, but the migration saved more than 18s of I/O time.
While traditional checkpoint/restart mechanisms rely on disk operations, the Pattern-Based migration transfers the state of a process to the destination client node using the MPI communication facility. As a result, the process can be resumed to execute on the destination node with a short time interruption. In other words, the downtime of the migrated process is reduced when using MPI for transferring the process state. This downtime is compensated with the I/O operations that are carried out faster, which was shown in previous sections.
Another interesting observation is that while the number of processes becomes larger, more migration overhead is required. We believe that this is due to transferring more state data of the checkpointed processes and restarting more migrated processes. Overhead on computation and storage. The Pattern-Based Migration mechanism records the block access events and then profiles block access patterns using the Access Counting Scheme in order to calculate the pattern similarity and to direct the process migration. Table III reports the overhead on computation and space storage due to the Access Counting Scheme for the benchmarks presented in the previous sections.
The results show that the overhead in terms of computation is minor. The overhead in terms of space storage remains low: Less than 200MB of disk space is used for storing trace logs. Thus, analyzing the similarity of block access patterns and activating the process migration can be done on the same machine as the storage system without causing too much computation and disk overhead. For long-time running applications, the size of trace logs may become extraordinarily large; in this case, the Pattern-Based Migration scheme may discard certain logs that occurred early, because disk block correlations are relatively stable during certain period, and the disk access logs at earlier stages do not reflect the current access patterns [Li et al. 2004] .
CONCLUSION
This article has proposed, implemented, and evaluated a novel process migration mechanism for yielding better I/O performance. It leverages the block access pattern similarity of processes, which is computed by the storage servers, to properly perform migrations. The experiments have shown that this mechanism can benefit coupled applications or other scientific applications running on high-performance clusters without any modifications to the application themselves. In other words, we first profile the block access pattern of processes for a specified period using the scheme of the Access Counting Diagram. Next, we calculate the pattern similarity of the patterns of process pairs and search for processes that have similar access patterns. When such a pair of processes is found, one of the processes is migrated to the other process computing node. Therefore, both processes can exchange data via the local file cache on the computing node instead of using the global file system. The results of the evaluation experiments show that not only the I/O data throughput can be remarkably improved but also the execution time of the application can be greatly reduced.
We also emphasize that the idea of process migration according to pattern similarity presented in this article can be applied to other conventional distributed/parallel file systems such as Lustre, the Google file system, the Parallel Virtual File System, or the Hadoop distributed file system. Our current implementation selects the targeted migration process on the basis of I/O workloads, and the computing workloads are not considered. This may result in migrating an I/O-bound process running on an idle computing node to a busy one, although this did not appear in the evaluation experiments. Moreover, the intra-application communications among processes are not taken into account before conducting process migrations. Therefore, we intend to optimize the implementation by using some MPI profiling tools to gather the information about the computing utilization on the computing nodes and the intra-application communication traffics to properly carry out process migrations. Besides, intelligently adapting the values of parameters used in the proposed mechanism for the different application contexts is another direction of our future work.
